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China is really big. A frontier province has a huge territory. Tea Su city is more than
1000 kilometers away from Kanas. Shaohua has begun to prepare, and the time is not
far away. It will be a small holiday on May Day in another week.

To put it bluntly, baidu found that it occasionally snows on May Day. You have to
take down jacket. You have to have sports shoes to climb the mountain. The old man
and the old lady haven't been out for many years. They are all leather shoes. Zhang
Fan is also a leather shoe. It is rare for him to wear sports shoes, either tooling shoes or
frosted leather shoes.

You have to prepare some food. I'm afraid of accidents, such as traffic jams. Since you
want to go, you should make preparations early. Shaohua said, "forget it, don't eat at
home, go out to eat, and then go to the mall to buy you some clothes and shoes. There
will be no time in a few days. "

"I don't think so!" Shaohua's mother can't say anything, because after all, Zhang Fan is
an outsider. Zhang fan can't think this family is too stingy.

"Come on, aunt." Zhang Fan also said. Although Shao Hua's salary is good after work,
the elderly who are used to a plain life are reluctant to go shopping.

There are many large shopping malls in chasu city. Zhang Fan parked his car and took
advantage of their efforts to go upstairs in advance. He spent 3000 on a shopping card.
I will never give it to Qian Shaohua. I can only save the country like this.

Shoes, clothes and trousers are not only bought for his parents, but also bought for
Zhang Fan from head to toe. Zhang Fan is obedient and doesn't refuse. I'll do whatever
you ask. It's not vague at all.

Looking at a big bag of things, it didn't cost much. They don't want to buy expensive
things for the elderly. Zhang Fan doesn't care. Shaohua doesn't have any opinion on
what he wears.
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When paying, Zhang Fan took out a card and said to Shaohua, "here, this is the welfare
card issued by the hospital. There are three thousand. If you don't spend it, it will
expire. "

Shaohua's parents are still upstairs. Shaohua and Zhang Fan come to pay. Shaohua
didn't want to spend Zhang Fan's money. He looked at him and said, "don't lie to me.
This was done when you first came. You think I didn't see it. Take it and buy
something for your family when you get home. "

"No, it's not without. Now that you know. Let me also say that I can't promise you any
high-end and high-grade life, but what I can promise is that your parents are my
parents. Raise children to prevent old age. Take it. " After hearing this, Shaohua was
moved to death. With red eyes, he took Zhang Fan's hand and said in a choked voice,
"my parents have only one daughter. I'm really happy that you can do this."

"Sir, madam!" The two wanted to get tired of it, but they were interrupted by the
cashier because there were other paying guests behind.

Zhang Fan took the initiative to give the card to the cashier. This time, Shaohua was
really moved. It's not about money. Shaohua's income is also OK. Although Zhang
Fan has no other sweet words, his words are very warm. Everyone has parents,
whether it's a daughter or a son, it's not jumping out of a stone to raise children and
guard against old age, but won't you be old without a son?

May Day holiday is coming. At more than five in the morning, Zhang Fan and
Shaohua's family set out. There are not many cars on the road. Shao Hua sits on the co
pilot as a navigator, holding a map in her hand. In fact, she can't even read the map,
but Zhang Fan knows how to go.

The distance is about more than 1000 kilometers. If you run solidly, you can run in a
day, but you don't have to rush out to play. The first stop was the oil city, the richest
city in the frontier. Although the pollution is severe, the urban construction is
particularly beautiful. The income level of residents is also high. The residents in the
city can see a kind of peaceful comfort from their clothes and spiritual appearance.

The next day, they went directly to Buerjin. Zhang Fan and Shao Hua were young and
had nothing at all. The two old people were a little tired. BeJ county is a typical
migratory bird city. There are so many tourists in summer. Once the National Day is
over, the whole city will be empty. There are few tourists and businessmen directly
from K county.



The local people are not very satisfied with this situation. As soon as summer comes,
the local people have a headache. They don't do some business and can't live directly.
There are more tourists, the prices soar, and a bowl of noodles is 60.

Zhang fan drives all over the county to find hotels. There are not few hotels, but too
many. A county is full of hotels and restaurants. But when asked about the house price,
it really has the function of persuading people to retreat. A 30 square meter house has
no bathroom, so it has one bed and two stools. It's 800 a night. I can't love it.

Finally, Zhang Fan found a hotel with a little view of the past and opened two houses.
Zhang Fan lived in one with Shaohua's father and their mother. Then find a place to
eat, you have to eat, who let you come out to play ~!

Although food and accommodation are not good, the scenery here is really beautiful.
Siberian larch, Siberian fir, spruce and Siberian Korean pine, with dark green top and
iron black body. The scenery here is not like what kind of small bridges and flowing
water in the south of the Yangtze River.

The scenery here gives people a strong feeling like steel. In the distance, there are
snow capped mountains, and a little closer, there are large tracts of straight black and
green trees towering into the clouds.

There is a blue and green lake nearby. When the cold wind blows, it really feels like a
fairyland. The tourist peak here is after June, and there are not many tourists now.

Two days later, Zhang Fan and others stayed in the scenic area for two days and one
night. They really didn't want to leave. Under the forest is the grassland. There are
countless streams like jade belt, sheep like clouds and all kinds of wild flowers on the
grassland. The cold air blowing down from the snow mountain, mixed with the oil
fragrance of trees and the fragrance of flowers and plants, really makes people throw
away the complexity of the world.

Shaohua's parents are by the stream in the distance. Zhang Fan and Shaohua walk hand
in hand on the path by the forest“ I really don't want to go back. How nice it would be
if I lived grazing here! " Shaohua looked at the sheep in the distance and said to Zhang
Fan

"Yes! Hehe, as soon as the freshness passes, it is boundless loneliness. The life of
herdsmen looks comfortable and free. In fact, it is extremely difficult. Let alone the
others. One heavy rain and one heavy snow, let alone livestock, is that people may die.
"

"Wood!" Zhang fan pulls Shaohua from fantasy into reality. Shaohua pouts and
complains about Zhang Fan. A rabbit suddenly ran out of the forest. The rabbit in the



forest was not a little white rabbit, but a big gray rabbit.

Sneak out and run along Shaohua's toes! Shaohua screamed and leaned against Zhang
Fan. Zhang Fan took the opportunity to hold Shaohua in his arms.

"It looks like a big gray wolf!" Warm jade into the bosom, soft and fragrant, Zhang
Fan said quietly.

"Annoying!" Shaohua gently pushed Zhang Fan.

Gently kissed up! Really, it smells good! Indulge in boundless sweetness.

Zhang Fan's arm was twisted by Shaohua. The shy Shaohua said, "fool, I'm suffocating!
Let's go, or they should worry. "

"Yes! Good! " He said something in his mouth, but he just didn't let go.

I really want to do this until the end of time!
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